The World of Ceramics to Showcase in Hanoi Expo

92 companies from 21 countries will showcase at the 5 Star Melia Expo Halls in Hanoi for the first ever international ceramic manufacturing exhibition in Vietnam.

Global exhibitors, led by Italy, China, India, Vietnam, Turkey, the United Kingdom and the USA, will present the latest technology, innovations and materials for the production of ceramic tiles, sanitaryware, tableware and heavy clay products. The exhibition, co-organised by AES, organisers of the regional ASEAN Ceramics in Bangkok, and VIBCA, the National ceramics Association, receives official government support from the Ministry of Construction, headline event sponsorship from System Ceramics of Italy and media support from industry publications worldwide. Locally, VIETNAM Ceramics 2018 has also with Hanoi TV who are to feature the event on a special edition programme filmed on the opening day of the event. The expo is co-located with an international conference programme featuring speakers from technology and material suppliers worldwide. The industry experts will be presenting innovations, trends and insights to the global developments most applicable to the Vietnamese market requirements.

EXHIBITOR HIGHLIGHTS

**A&J MICRONS PVT.LTD.**
A&J Group is the India’s largest feldspar & mica mineral processing group provides different kinds of soda and potash feldspar. We have world’s best cutting edge technology for feldspar wet grinding and refining process. We have our own mines for feldspar and mica mineral production.
A&J Group represents the premium quality feldspar with wide range, which has diverse application across many industries.

**AALOK OVERSEAS**
Mineral, feldspar, quartz, clays, ceramic raw materials

**ALFA FULL (GUANG XI) TITANIUM DIOXIDE CO., LTD.**
TITANIUM DIOXIDE (ENAMEL GRADE)
Specialty Aluminas Vietnam Co., Ltd. (ALTELIO)
ALTELIO is a worldwide leader with a production 100% Made in Europe and a capacity exceeding 500,000 t/a.
ALTELIO's comprehensive product range incorporates hydrates, calcined aluminas, low soda aluminas as well as other high performance specialities, designed for Ceramics applications.

AOKEROLA GROUP
High-temperature Ceramic Roller OK999 with super-size 80*5300 mm for big vitrified tiles.
New developed SiC carbide roller OK909 for rapid cooling zone.
New OK989J for ceramics/wall tile.
Alumina Grinding Ball / Lining / Cylinder in 68%, 75%, 80% and 92% Al2O3.

BRETON
Product 1
Levibreton KGP- lapping machine for ceramic
Levibreton KGP lapping machine for ceramic is the most valid investment for those who aim at reaching excellent performances and high quality standards.
Operators appreciate its ease of use and the fact that it just requires a few and simple adjustments to switch from the lapping of a product to another.

Product 2
SQUARE DRY 4.0 – Automatic dry squaring machine for ceramic tiles
Square Dry 4.0 sets a new standard within the end line processing of ceramic tiles being the only fully automatic machine available on the market.
It allows the customer to adjust automatically all spindles positions within 5 minutes without the intervention of the operator.
More quality, more production, less costs.

BRG Ceramine
BRG Ceramine is 100% EOU unit RT Parent Company Gupta Grinding Mills (since 1971).
BRG involved into mining, processing & export of ceramic raw material such as Potash Feldspar (High grade, Soda Feldspar, Quartz, Kaolin, Soapstone)
BRG Ceramine is leading company from North India for serving ceramic companies in India & Abroad.

CCPIT BUILDING MATERIALS SUB-COUNCIL
CCPIT Building Materials Sub-Council is a professional and prestigious organization covering the whole chain of building materials industry. It plays an important role in promoting international trade and cooperation.

DIAMORPH HOB CERTEC
Hi-tec refractory rollers out of innovative materials for ceramic kilns, Wide range of 100% laser checked rollers to equip any kiln for production of ceramic tiles, Rollers for production of large and thick tile formats, Advanced technology able to produce up to 7.5m long rollers for future kiln
**CIELLE S.R.L.**
Cielle is recognized as a key supplier of highly accurate and productive laser engraving machine or milling machine in the ceramics industry. These machines are manufactured for making unique and high-quality master molds.

**EQUIPCERAMIC, SA**
Equipceramic, SA is one of the world leader companies for turn key projects and tailor made projects in the heavy clay sector. We are specialized to convert your clay into perfect clay bricks and roof tiles.

**FOSHAN GOWAY MATERIALS CO., LTD.**
Super Defloculant (Ceramics Diluting Agent); Modified zirconium silicate, STPP, Body Reinforcing Agent. Body Binder, High-end Ball clay and Kaolin Clay, all suitable for all ceramics tile industry, Sanitarywares and Tablewares.

**FUJIAN QUNYI CERAMIC MATERIAL CO., LTD.**
Body Stains & Glaze Stains for Ceramics

**HESHAN XUWEI DIAMOND PRODUCTS CO., LTD.**
The products used for water-free ceramic glazed tiles (tiles, antique glazed tiles), in addition, processing all full glaze and polished tiles products.
HUANGGANG ZHONGYA KILN & FURNACE CO., LTD.
Our tunnel kiln and shuttle kiln which is energy-save, full-automation for sanitary ware can save operation cost and man labor to obtain the biggest income for the customer, we develop roller kiln to fire sanitary ware for simple structure, more energy-save and less cost.

INDOMIN
Potassium Feldspar, Sodium Feldspar, Quartz, Talc, Calcite, Dolomite, Ball Clay, China Clay, Kaolin, Bentonite, Industrial Salt

INDUSTRIAL MINERAL DEVELOPMENT LTD.
IMD is proud to present its top-notch product for Sanitaryware and Tile industry. EasyPass (Left) refined clay for sanitaryware providing excellent properties with economic price perfect for sanitaryware body.
While Ceragobe T (right) refined clay for tile engobe has an outstanding plasticity and whiteness.

JIANGXI DONGRUN SANITARY WARE TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
Jiangxi Dongrun Sanitary Ware Technology Co., Ltd is specialize in toilet flush water fitting, toilet seat cover. Our factory has been engaged in sanitary ware more than 10 years. Our workshop covers an area of 10000 square meters equipped with several advanced production lines.

KAVERI MINE CHEM PVT LTD.
Kaveri Mine Chem Pvt.Ltd. is one of the largest Indian Mine Owner & producer of Feldspar, High Purity Quartz & Alluvial Garnet. Our Feldspar is well known for its White Glossy Firing & heat Alkali content. Our Products are widely used in ceramic industries & Quartz based Engineered Stones.

KERAN S.R.L.
GRINDING MEDIA SOLUTION:
KHD type are normally used for glaze, ceramic body preparation and all hard raw materials grinding (gres porcelain, feldspar, alumina, zirconium etc.)

MACTUS MINERAL LLP
- Soda Feldspar
- Potash Feldspar
- Quartz
- China Clay
**MARCHELUZZO CERAMICS S.R.L.**
ViscoSmart creates an unparalleled innovation to revolutionize how producers of sanitary-ware and other ceramic products can operate their facilities with greater reliability and profitability. ViscoSmart minimizing the typical consequences of standard manual process controls for parameters as VISCOSITY-THIXOTROPY-DENSITY-TEMPERATURE, makes the future of ceramic process controls smarter than ever.

**MARTINELLI GROUP**
Martinelli Group is the world’s leading manufacturer of moulds, punches and press charging systems for ceramics. The latest offers: Kaliber-a magnetic isostatic plate to designed produce single caliber tiles. Active-a monolithic quick detach punch designed to produce large format tiles.

**MECTILES ITALIA S.R.L.**
New and second hand machines and spare parts for ceramic industry.

**METALCERTIMA MACHINERY & ENGINEERING**
Metalcertima is a European company based in Portugal with more than 40 years of experience, specialized in the development, fabrication and installation of machinery and turnkey projects suited for the heavy clay industry.

**POPPI CLEMENTINO SpA**
Poppi Clementino SpA is a company specialized in the optimization of the energetic consumption. By performing an accurate analysis of the energy used in the production cycle, the company is able to offer to its customers a set of customized solutions for energy recovery and filtration systems.

**PT ALTER ABADI TBK**
We can provide kaolin as cake for ceramic industry.
REMAS
Complete Atomizer Plants, Modular Ball Mills,
Continuous Ball Mills, Spray Dryers,
Batch Mills, Stirrers, Blungers

SE.TEC. S.R.L.
The acquisition of the brands COEL TUNNEL and IPEG makes of SETEC Group one of the world leaders for the manufacturing and commissioning of ceramic kilns for several different applications. During the exhibition, we will present innovation technologies that can guarantee significant reduction of gas consumption.

SHANDONG HUATE MAGNET TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
Slurry Magnetic Separator, Drum Separators (LIMS&MIMS); EPC Turnkey Project

SILCARB RECRYSTALLIZED PVT.LTD.
Sicic beams recrystallized sic beans. Nbsic beams, batts, plates, all types of kiln furniture.

SINLUANG CO., LTD.
Sodium Feldspar manufacturer in Thailand. Sinluang is able to offer the high quality range of products customized to each customer’s requirements.

SMAC OFFICINE SPA
Paying always attention at new customers requirement, today SMAC has important reference also inside the new service technology with reference to digital and slabs production lines such as:
KRYO and KLIMA tile’s cooling systems;
D-GLAZE automatic density device;
VERSATILE and TITAN movable airless system;
REVERSO engobe back printing machine.

STARKE & CO PVT.LTD.
Starke ball clayeuper, potash feldspar grains, potash feldspar, milled white bentonite, quartz crystal grains, sodium feldspar, wollastonite, starke kaolin-17, talc lumps, lithium feldspar, starke kaolin-ap05 for ceramics and glass limited.

SYSTEM CERAMICS (VIETNAM)
Automatic machinery for ceramic tiles industry. From tile sorting and packaging to decoration and handling. LAMGEA for the production of large ceramic slabs.

TAKAHAMA INDUSTRY CO., LTD.
Takahama Industry from Japan (Brand name: KAJISEKI) manufactures ceramic Machinery
Tableware
Roofing tile
Tile and Brick
Every ceramic
Takahama’s machinery is exported globally-Takahama provides the best solutions for your company.
Please let us know any question on ceramic machinery.
GRUPPO TECNOFERRARI SPA

Born from an innovative project, the new vivajet printer is capable to provide the highest print performance available in the market, with decoration and when using effects. Reliability, compactness, ease of use, robustness and minimal maintenance make it the perfect choice for those who demand the best.

THACH QUANG TRADING TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

Thach Quang Target is becoming leader in the production of minerals, chemicals, additive, machinery for the ceramics, glass, refractory construction and engineering industry.

We and partner always try to developing and fine-tuning new minerals, chemicals and technology suitable with for ceramics industry.

We would like to support customers produce and develop resulting with the creation of innovative, in ceramics industry.

We always wish to contribute to develop industrial Vietnam’s ceramics industry.

VITIS JOINT STOCK COMPANY

Frit and Glaze; Raw materials: Kaolin, Feldspar, Ziron; Digital Soluble Salt Ink; Additive Agents; Machinery and Equipment: Dry coloring system, Dry milling system.

YOUR MICRON LLP

We are manufacturing and exporting Purified Pottassium and Sodium Feldspar Powder.

We serve ceramic-Pottery-Glass & Insulator Inch.

ZIBO HUAYAN INDUSTRIAL CERAMICS CO., LTD.

Ceramic Roller, Fiber Cotton, Fiber Board, Fiber Blanket

ZIBO WENFA NEW MATERIAL TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

Oxide bonded SiC products, reaction sintering SiC products, silicon nitride bonded silicon carbide products. Widely used in various industrial furnace quenching furnace, steel plant, power plant desulfurization dust removal equipment, it involved in daily-use ceramics, sanitary ware, porcelain, grinding wheel, amorphous strip, magnetic materials and other industries and fields.